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Snow Pack Increases over CO to End the Year! 

Although the I-25 corridor remained on the drier side during the month of December beyond the New Year’s Eve storm the western 

mountains of the state experienced a significant increase in snow pack as the year came to a close.  The lack of snow for many 

communities along the Front Range is concerning but what would be more concerning is if our mountain snowpack which turns feeds 

our rivers, creeks and streams in the spring was also suffering to the same degree.  Early on this snow season the mountains did indeed 

suffer a lack of snow but in just about 10 days the comeback in terms of % of normal for this time of year was pretty incredible.  Below 

are snow water equivalent (SWE) maps for the major river drainages in Colorado from 12/23/2021 to 1/1/2022 showing how much 

improvement the mountains have experienced in terms of snow on the ground.  This map is updated daily and can be found on the 

internet here:  https://www.wcc.nrcs.usda.gov/ftpref/data/water/wcs/gis/maps/co_swepctnormal_update.pdf 

 

 
 

 

https://www.wcc.nrcs.usda.gov/ftpref/data/water/wcs/gis/maps/co_swepctnormal_update.pdf


  

 



 

 
Snowpack currently stands above normal for all of the rivers that drain west into the Pacific Ocean while the river drainages that flow 

east are near normal to slightly below normal in snowpack.  More snow is needed as every day that passes without snow during 

“accumulation season” our % of SWE above normal decreases.  Let it snow!!!  



Drought Update  
 

With minimal precipitation this month east of the Continental Divide drought conditions continue to worsen across northeast 

Colorado.  Frequent storms over the west coast should help to alleviate some drought concerns as we move forward in time.  With a 

La Nina set up this winter season the Great Lakes and NE US should experience plenty of cold weather and snow.  

 
 

  



 

The map below shows forecasted temperature deviances for January 2022. There are equal chances for above or below 

temperatures for the majority of the state with a slight bias towards above normal temperatures far southern areas. 

 

 
 

  



 

The map below shows forecasted precipitation deviances for January 2022. Over Colorado there are equal chances for above or 

below normal precipitation over much of the state.  The Pacific NW and Great Lakes region is expected to remain in the “storm 

track” and have higher chances of above normal precipitation.   

 

 
 

  



 

Colorado will continue to see drought conditions persist over the state during January as recent mountain snows do not make or 

break an entire season. Continuing improvement in the drought condition are expected over the Pacific NW and into the northern 

Rocky Mountains of ID/MT and WY. 

 

 
  



December Summary 
 

Over NE Colorado December of 2021 was a continuation of above normal temperatures and below normal 

precipitation with periods of strong winds.  While the mountains west of the Continental Divide made a 

miraculous comeback in snow pack over the final two weeks of the month the snow mainly stayed in the 

mountains leaving the I-25 corridor generally  warm and dry from Fort Collins to Castle Rock.  Average high 

temperatures at DIA were an astounding 10.1 degrees above normal at 54.1 degrees.  The average lows were 4.3 

degrees above the normal of 18.4 at 22.7 degrees.  Combining the average high and low temperatures for the 

month yielded a monthly mean temperature of 38.4 degrees which is 7.2 degrees above the normal of 31.2 degrees, 

but did not make the top 10 warmest Decembers, falling in 11th place.  There were not any days during the month 

with a high temperature below 32 degrees at DIA, typically there are 6 or 7 days during the month when highs 

remain at or below the freezing mark as arctic air masses intrude eastern areas of the state.  With the absence of 

arctic air there were not any days with a reading below zero at DIA, typically there are at least 2 days with readings 

below zero in the morning.  Precipitation and snowfall would have been nearly non-existent were it not for a 

storm on New Year’s Eve which produced 4.5” of snow.  For this report we will include the additional 1.4” of 

snow reported into January 1st in the snow columns at the bottom of this newsletter.  The 4.5” on the 31st and a 

minor snowfall of 0.3” on the 10th resulted in a monthly total of 4.8” which is 1.8” below the normal of 6.6”.  The 

storm at the end of the month provided a widespread snow all along the Front Range and was really the first real 

winter storm of the season for many locations hopefully opening up the door for more!  There were other minor 

snow events that mainly impacted the higher terrain or areas near the foothills on 12/10, 12/15, 12/24, 12/26-29 

and 12/30.  Unfortunately, December of 2021 will most likely be remembered for the strong winds and how they 

impacted the Marshall Fire in Boulder County.  Here is a link with good information detailing the high wind event 

and subsequent fire on 12/30/2021 from the NWS in Boulder:  

 

https://www.weather.gov/bou/HighWinds12_30_2021        

 

Over southeast Colorado, December of 2021 was also well above normal in temperature and well below average 

in precipitation. The average monthly high temperature at the Colorado Springs airport was 55.1°F with an 

average monthly low temperature of 25.5°F. With the high and low combined resulted in a monthly mean 

temperature of 40.3°F, 8.6°F above the average. Precipitation at the Colorado Springs airport was only 0.07” of 

moisture and only 0.4” of snowfall which was observed on the 31st.  For this report we will include the 2.4” 

reported on 1/1/2022 in the snow table at the end of this newsletter. The 0.03” of moisture was 0.16” below the 

average of 0.19” for the month. The City of Pueblo featured more of the same with a monthly mean temperature 

of 39.3°F, 7.6°F warmer than the average. Total moisture for the month of November in Pueblo was 0.15” with 

1.1” of snowfall. Only a trace was observed on the 31st but 3.0” was observed on 1/1/2020 which will be included 

in the snow table.  The total moisture for Pueblo was 0.14” below the normal average of 0.29” for the month of 

December.  

December Statistics DIA 

 
 

TEMPERATURE (IN DEGREES F) 
OBSERVED 

VALUE 
NORMAL VALUE 

DEPARTURE FROM 

NORMAL 

    

AVERAGE MAX 54.1°F 44.0°F 10.1°F 

AVERAGE MIN 22.7°F 18.4°F 4.3°F 

MONTHLY MEAN 38.4°F 31.2°F 7.2°F 

DAYS WITH MAX 90 OR ABOVE 0 0.0 0.0 

DAYS WITH MAX 32 OR BELOW 0 6.4 -6.4 

https://www.weather.gov/bou/HighWinds12_30_2021


DAYS WITH MIN 32 OR BELOW 26 29.2 -3.2 

DAYS WITH MIN ZERO OR 

BELOW 
0 1.9 -1.9 

    

 
OBSERVED 

VALUE 
DATE(S) NORMAL VALUE 

DEPARTURE FROM 

NORMAL 

HIGHEST 73°F 12/1   

LOWEST 4°F 12/18     

     

HEATING DEGREE DAYS     

          

MONTHLY TOTAL 818  1048 -230 

SEASONAL TOTAL 1774  2367 -593 

         

COOLING DEGREE DAYS     

       

MONTHLY TOTAL 0   0 0 

YEARLY TOTAL 1110  849 261 

          

PRECIPITATION (IN INCHES)     

          

MONTHLY TOTAL 0.16”  0.35” -0.19” 

YEARLY TOTAL 12.19”  13.77” -1.58” 

GREATEST IN 24 HOURS 0.12”  12/31    

DAYS WITH MEASURABLE 

PRECIP. 
3  4.4 -1.4 

          

SNOWFALL (IN INCHES)       

          

MONTHLY TOTAL 4.8”  6.6” -1.8” 

SEASONAL TOTAL 5.9” Inc 1/1 Snw    

GREATEST IN 24 HOURS 4.5” 12/31    

GREATEST DEPTH 4.0” 12/31    

         

 

January Preview  

 

January 2022 started off promising with snow to start the New Year and any frequency of storms this month will 

be better than what we have experienced so far this snow season.  January is the second coldest month of the year 

on average trailing December by just a fraction of a degree and snow that falls in January can stay around for 

awhile due to the low sun angle.  The all time record low of -29 occurred in the month of January and January is 

known to be one of the coldest months of the year holding the record low of -29 which was set on the 9th of the 

month back in 1875.  About 0.40” of moisture is normal at DIA during the month but the liquid to snow ratios 

can be as high as 15-20” of snow for every 1” of liquid.  This results in about 7.0” of snow on average for Denver 

during the month with 3-4 snow events on a typical year.  This year temperatures and precipitation are expected 

to be near normal for a change but there will likely be a slight bias towards above normal temperatures.  In the 

snowfall department we do expect to experience a storm a week generally producing light snowfall amounts 



resulting in snowfall totals generally around normal for locations from Fort Collins to Colorado Springs.  Some 

areas may actually experience above normal snow for a change?  Below are the daily, normal’s, means and 

extremes for Denver during the month of January broken out daily: 
 

 

 



  



 

DENVER'S DECEMBER CLIMATOLOGICALLY NORMAL 

(NORMAL PERIOD 1981-2010 DIA Data) OBSERVED VALUE 

    

TEMPERATURE   

    

AVERAGE HIGH 44.0 

AVERAGE LOW 17.4 

MONTHLY MEAN 30.7 

DAYS WITH HIGH 90 OR ABOVE 0 

DAYS WITH HIGH 32 OR BELOW 6 

DAYS WITH LOW 32 OR BELOW 29 

DAYS WITH LOWS ZERO OR BELOW 2 

    

PRECIPITATION   

    

MONTHLY MEAN 0.41” 

DAYS WITH MEASURABLE PRECIPITATION 4 

AVERAGE SNOWFALL IN INCHES 7.0” 

DAYS WITH 1.0 INCH OF SNOW OR MORE 2 

    

MISCELLANEOUS AVERAGES   

    

HEATING DEGREE DAYS 1063 

COOLING DEGREE DAYS 0 

WIND SPEED (MPH) 8.6mph 

WIND DIRECTION South 

DAYS WITH THUNDERSTORMS 0 

DAYS WITH DENSE FOG 1 

PERCENT OF SUNSHINE POSSIBLE 71% 

    

EXTREMES   

    

RECORD HIGH 76 on 1/27/1888 

RECORD LOW -29 on 1/9/1875 

WARMEST 40.3 in 1986 

COLDEST 16.9 in 1930 

WETTEST 2.35” in 1883 

DRIEST 0.01” in 1933 

SNOWIEST 24.3” in 1992 

LEAST SNOWY TR in 2003, 1994 

 

  



Snowfall 

City Sept Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr/May Total 

Aurora (Central) 0.0” 0.0” 0.0” 6.2”     6.2” 

Boulder  0.0” TR 0.5” 12.2”     12.7” 

Brighton 0.0” 0.0” 0.0” 4.8”     4.8” 

Broomfield 0.0” TR 0.3” 8.9”     9.2” 

Castle Rock 0.0” 0.2” 0.5” 7.6”     8.3” 

Colo Sprgs Airport  0.0” 0.0” TR 2.8”     2.8” 

Denver DIA 0.0” 0.0” TR 5.9”     5.9” 

Denver Downtown 0.0” 0.0” TR 7.1”     7.1” 

Golden 0.0” 0.0” 3.2” 10.5”     13.7” 

Fort Collins  0.0” TR 0.5” 7.6”     8.1” 

Highlands Ranch  0.0” TR 0.2” 6.1”     6.3” 

Lakewood  0.0” 0.0” 1.0” 7.8”     8.8” 

Littleton 0.0” 0.0” 0.2” 6.3”     6.5” 

Monument 0.0” 1.4” 2.2” 7.8”     11.4” 

Parker  0.0” TR 0.1” 4.5”     4.6” 

Sedalia - Hwy 67 0.0” TR 1.2” 9.0”     10.2” 

Thornton 0.0” 0.0” TR 7.8”     7.8” 

Westminster 0.0” 0.0” 0.1” 9.3”     9.4” 

Wheat Ridge 0.0” 0.0” 0.5” 8.3”     8.8” 

Windsor 0.0” 0.0” TR 6.4”     6.4” 
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